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ABSTRACT: A strategy for simplified and complete reso-
nance assignment of insoluble and noncrystalline proteins
by solid-state NMR (ssNMR) spectroscopy is presented.
Proteins produced with [1-13C]- or [2-13C]glucose are very
sparsely labeled, and the resulting 2D ssNMR spectra exhibit
smaller line widths (by a factor of ∼2 relative to uniformly
labeled proteins) and contain a reduced number of cross-
peaks. This allows for an accelerated and straightforward
resonance assignment without the necessity of time-con-
suming 3D spectroscopy or sophisticated pulse sequences.
The strategy aims at complete backbone and side-chain
resonance assignments based on bidirectional sequential
walks. The approach was successfully demonstrated with the
de novo assignment of the Type Three Secretion System
PrgI needle protein. Using a limited set of simple 2D
experiments, we report a 97% complete resonance assign-
ment of the backbone and side-chain 13C atoms.

Recent developments in magic-angle-spinning (MAS) solid-
state NMR (ssNMR) methodology,1�4 isotope labeling

schemes,5,6 structure calculation protocols,7,8 and access to high-
field instrumentation have allowed details at atomic resolution
and, in the most favorable cases, high-resolution structures of
microcrystalline proteins,6�11

fibrillar aggregates,12�17 oligo-
meric complexes,18�22 and membrane proteins in nativelike
environments23�26 to be obtained. However, achieving a suffi-
cient (and if possible, nearly complete) assignment of the NMR
signals still remains as a major obstacle in obtaining site-specific
structural information. The lack of resolution and the spectral
overlap observed in uniformly ([U-13C]glucose) labeled proteins
requires the use of several 2D experiments27 and, in the case of
remaining assignment ambiguities, 3D or 4D spectroscopy. This
renders the assignment step extremely time-consuming and
demanding in terms of instrument performance and access to
high-field spectrometers. An alternative to uniform labeling is the
use of 13C alternate labeling schemes,5,28,29 which reduce spectral
crowding and facilitate the assignment and the collection of
distance restraints, as previously demonstrated5,6 with glycerol-
based labeling schemes.

We recently reported30 the use of mixtures of [1-13C]-5 and
[2-13C]glucose (Glc)29 for ssNMR studies of supramolecular
protein interfaces. The high spectral quality observed for
[1-13C]- and [2-13C]Glc-labeled R-synuclein already suggested

that this labeling scheme could be useful for resonance assign-
ments. Here we demonstrate that [1-13C]- and [2-13C]Glc-
labeled proteins indeed exhibit excellent spectroscopic features
that substantially simplify and accelerate the assignment step. As
an illustration, we present the complete de novo assignment of a
noncrystalline, insoluble biological assembly, the Salmonella
typhimurium Type Three Secretion System (TTSS) needle. The
TTSS (Figure 1a) is a complex nanomachine that allows path-
ogenic bacteria to deliver virulence effectors to host cells31 through a
hollow needle.32,33 TTSS needles (Figure 1b) are formed by the
assembly of multiple copies of PrgI.

Figure 1(c�e) shows the 1D cross-polarization (CP) spec-
trum of PrgI needles produced from a medium containing
[2-13C]Glc (for [1-13C]Glc, see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information (SI)). Relative to [U-13C]Glc-labeled PrgI, [2-13C]Glc
labeling leads to an improvement in spectral resolution due to the
removal of one-bond 13C�13C dipolar and J couplings. For the
isolated Ile71-Cγ2 peak (marked by an asterisk in Figure 1c,e),
we measured a 13C line width of 28 Hz (0.13 ppm; full-width at
half height). This is comparable to the resolution observed for
the HETs(218�289) prion14 and nanocrystalline GB1,10 which
to date are the benchmarks in terms of ssNMR spectral quality.
To evaluate the gain in spectral resolution systematically, we
recorded 2D NCR spectra of both [2-13C]Glc- and [U-13C]Glc-
labeled PrgI needles. As illustrated with six different residue types
(Figure 1f), the improvement in 13CR resolution was ∼1.8 fold.
For CO, similar values of ∼2.1 fold were measured in 2D NCO
spectra (data not shown). In the 15N dimension, no significant
resolution enhancement between the two labeling schemes was
observed. The line width for CR was reduced by∼45 Hz (Table
S2). This corresponds roughly to the removal of one-bond
J couplings. More significant improvements were observed for
the aromatic region from spectra of [1-13C]Glc- and [2-13C]Glc-
labeled PrgI (see Figures S2 and S6).

[1-13C]- and [2-13C]Glc are carbon sources that are isotopi-
cally 13C-labeled at only one carbon position. This results in
proteins in which only one out of six carbons are 13C-labeled.
Notably, the labeled positions are not random. Instead, similar to
proteins produced from selectively labeled glycerol, an alternat-
ing “checkerboard” labeling scheme is achieved.

However, the Glc-based labeling is much more sparse than
that obtained using glycerol as the sole carbon source, where one
([2-13C]glycerol) or two ([1,3-13C]glycerol) out of three car-
bons are labeled. The PDSD spectrum of [1-13C]Glc-labeled
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PrgI needles (Figure 2) allows for the rapid identification of N, D,
Q, E, R, K, I, and T. Similarly, I, P, V, L, and all of the aromatic
residues (Figure S6) can rapidly be assigned in the [2-13C]Glc-
labeled spectrum. The two labeling schemes are quasi-comple-
mentary, as illustrated by the absence of cross-peaks detectable in
both spectra. The labeled positions correspond to the labeling
pattern reported by Kay and co-workers29 on the basis of solution
NMR spectra but may also depend on the details of protein
expression (duration of expression, Escherichia coli strain, and
expressed protein).

On the basis of the reduced number of detectable correlations
and the observed improvement in 13C resolution, we propose a
strategy to sequentially assign all of the amino acid residues in a
bidirectional way (i.e., from residue i to i ( 1). For [2-13C]Glc-
labeled proteins, the polarization is mainly stored on the CR's
(no Cβ's are labeled except for V and I), as indicated by a strong
diagonal in the 50 ms PDSD spectrum. With an increase in the
PDSDmixing time, the polarization is then efficiently transferred
to neighboring CR's (from residue i to i( 1). Figure 3 shows the

PDSD spectra of [2-13C]Glc-labeled PrgI needles recorded with
longer mixing times of 200 and 400 ms. The CR�CR region
(Figure 3c), which is empty at short mixing times (Figure 2), is
now composed of numerous sequential CR�CR correlations.
Increasing the mixing time to 400 ms enables the collection of
suprasequential information (labeled in blue) such as i to i( 2,3.
Suprasequential contacts confirm the resonance assignment with
higher fidelity by correlating i to i( 2. In addition, they provide
precise site-specific structural information such as the i to i ( 3
contacts, which are characteristic of an R-helical conformation.
Following a similar analysis, sequential side-chain contacts and
suprasequential distances were also detected in other regions of
the spectra (e.g., see Figure S9 for the stretch E29�L43).

Complications may arise in the assignment of spectra from
proteins with β-sheet secondary structure, where long-range
CR�CR correlations in addition to sequential CR�CR correla-
tions could be observed. In some instances, the resulting ambi-
guity may be resolved on the basis of residue-specific CR chemical
shifts. In other cases, additional experiments can be performed.
For example, in NHHC spectra34 of [2-13C]Glc-labeled samples
recorded with a short 1H�1H mixing time, sequential NC
correlations [with a corresponding HN(i) to HR(i� 1) distance
of ∼2.1 Å in a β-sheet] are expected to be slightly stronger than
intraresidue correlations and much stronger than long-range
β-sheet correlations. In general, our approach works well for
proteins with a mostly R-helical secondary structure, such as
PrgI, or for amyloid fibrils with a parallel, in-register arrangement,
such as the ones formed by human R-synuclein.30 For other
proteins, the data on [1-13C]- and [2-13C]Glc-labeled samples is
ideally complemented by NCRCX/NCOCX-type experiments
on uniformly labeled samples.

The high quality of the PrgI spectra obtained here allows for
a precise and accurate detection of the resonance frequencies
((0.1 ppm) that facilitates an unambiguous sequential walk. At

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the TTSS. (b) Electron
microscopy image of TTSS PrgI needles. (c�e) Excerpts of 1D CP
spectra of (magenta) [2-13C]Glc- and (black) [U-13C]Glc-labeled
needles: (c) aliphatic; (d) carbonyl region; (e) Ile71-Cγ2. No apodiza-
tion functions were used. (f) Excerpts of 2DNCR spectra (full spectra in
Figure S3) of the (magenta) [2-13C]Glc- and (black) [U-13C]Glc-
labeled needles. 1D traces of the 13C F2 dimension are shown. The two
spectra were recorded under the same conditions, and line widths were
extracted after a sine bell apodization (90� shift) and zero-filling to 2048
(indirect) and 4096 (direct dimension) points.

Figure 2. 2D PDSD spectra of (green) [1-13C]Glc- and (magenta)
[2-13C]Glc-labeled PrgI needles recorded with mixing times of 100 and
50 ms, respectively. For the sake of clarity, each spectrum is shown on
one side of the diagonal only. Full spectra in large format are shown in
Figures S4 and S5.
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this stage of the assignment process, a small set of 2D PDSD and
NCR spectra of [1-13C]Glc-, [2-13C]Glc-, and [U-13C]Glc-labeled
PrgI needles was used (see the SI for details). The available data
allowed for a sequential resonance assignment of 97% of the 13C
backbone and side-chain atoms as well as 79 out of 80 backbone
15N atoms (Table S1).

A drawback of our approach is that three samples have to be
produced. Furthermore, themaximum labeling level of 50% leads
to an overall sensitivity drop in comparison with uniformly
labeled samples or selectively glycerol-labeled samples (which
are less sparse). Nevertheless, the reduction of intraresidue
magnetization transfer due to the sparse labeling compensates
for the loss in sensitivity, facilitating the observation of inter-
residue correlations. In the case of PrgI, which has a very high
degree of local order, the decreased line width also partially
compensates for the loss in sensitivity.

After this demonstration for TTSS PrgI needles, we anticipate
the application of [1-13C]- and [2-13C]Glc-labeling to larger
systems by making use of the 15N dimension during the sequential

walk. In this regard, we found that the TSAR mechanism35

constitutes an excellent choice to transfer the polarization from
15N (residue i) to neighboring 13C atoms in a bidirectional way
(i.e., to residues i � 1 and i þ 1). 2D PAIN-CP spectra
(Figure 4a) can be acquired in a relatively short experimental
time (1�2 days), leading to highly resolved 15N�13C spectra.
The low sensitivity of the TSAR mechanism to the dipolar
truncation phenomenon36 combined with the sparse labeling
allows for efficient polarization transfer simultaneously to intrar-
esidue and sequential 13C atoms. The vast majority of the sequential
contacts can already be observed at short mixing times (5 ms).
The polarization pathways in the PAIN-CP spectra of Glc-
labeled samples reassemble information traditionally obtained
by means of NiCRiCXi and NiCOi�1CXi�1 experiments and
additionally provide NiCRiþ1CXiþ1 contacts (Figure 4b,c and
Figure S11) with better sensitivity in the one-step transfer in the
PAIN-CP experiments than in the two-step transfer (SPECIFIC
CP37 followed by 13C�13C recoupling) required for the above-
cited experiments.

In conclusion, we have reported substantial improvements in
terms of increased spectral resolution and simplicity for [1-13C]Glc-
and [2-13C]Glc-labeled proteins that can considerably improve
the structural characterization of insoluble, noncrystalline biolo-
gical assemblies. We have presented a strategy to reach a com-
plete resonance assignment via a bidirectional sequential walk,
and themethod is simple and sensitive because it is based only on
one-step polarization transfer (PDSD and PAIN-CP). Extension
to recent assignment protocols38,39 based on sophisticated 3D

Figure 3. (a, b) 2D PDSD spectra of [2-13C]Glc-labeled PrgI needles
recorded with mixing times of (a) 200 and (b) 400 ms. (c) CR�CR
region (magenta, 200 ms; black, 400 ms). Suprasequential distances are
labeled in blue. Cross-peaks encoding for long-range distances are
marked by asterisks.

Figure 4. (a) 2D 15N�13C PAIN-CP spectra of (green) [1-13C]Glc-
and (magenta) [2-13C]Glc-labeled PrgI needles. (b) Excerpts showing
intraresidue and sequential correlations. (c) These connections are
schematized for both labeling patterns. Notably, the direction of the
transfer can be obtained by a comparison of peak intensities, where the
N(i) to CR(i� 1) correlations are stronger than the N(i) to CR(iþ 1)
correlations.
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experiments could be envisioned for larger systems. Long-range
distances already appear in the 400 ms PDSD spectrum of the
[2-13C]Glc-labeled needles (marked by asterisks in Figure 3c);
the combined effect of the almost 2-fold improved resolution and
the reduced number of assignment possibilities should allow for
their assignment at a high confidence level, which to date has
been the bottleneck for 3D structure determination by ssNMR
analysis. The use of PDSD spectra with longer mixing times to
collect intramolecular distance restraints and the determination
of the intermolecular interface of PrgI in the needle30 are cur-
rently underway in our laboratory with the aim of obtaining an
atomic-resolution structure of the TTSS needle.
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